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COMPANY SUMMARY 

 

We, BESTIND TECH PRIVATE LIMITED from 2008 are a leading firm 

affianced in offering ERP and Management Software. Our provided range 

consists of Customer Relationship Management Service, HR Payroll Software 

Solutions, and ERP Software for all businesses. The software provided by us is 

user-friendly and helps in generating simple interfaces for the better 

understanding of the needs of various industries. In addition to this, offered 

software is applauded in the market owing to their client-focused approach, easy 

installation, low complexity, excellent module division, and perfect execution 

and with extraordinary Service and Support.  We help businesses elevate their 

value through Web development, custom software development, product design 

and consultancy services. We are on a mission to exceed your expectations and 

form a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship with you. we believe to 

innovate best for you. 

We Deal In 

1. Web Application Development 

2. Desktop Software Development 

3. Android Application Development 

4. IOS Application Development 

5. Static/Dynamic Websites Development 

6. Custom Software/Mobile App/Desktop App Development 

7. Business Consulting 

8. Code Updating/Modification/Customization.  
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OUR CLIENTS 

Our National Presence 

Adhya Infraserve 

Indore, Madhya Pradesh 

Easter Bioscience 

Sagar, Madhya Pradesh 

Akhilagya Technologies 

Noida, Utter Pradesh 

ST. Joseph's High School 

Patna, Bihar 

Alfresco Cafe & Restro 

Rau, Madhya Pradesh 

Max-Ion Engineering Services 

Kanpur, Utter Pradesh  

B M Paper Packaging 

Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

Radhika Jewellers 

Varanasi, Utter Pradesh 

Achariya Technologies Pvt Ltd 

Jaipur, Rajasthan 

Softrix Communication 

Salem, Tamil Nadu 

Assured Petro Specialities Pvt. Ltd. 

Cuttuck, Odisha 

Multi City Web 

Hooghly, West Bengal 

Awesome Super Market 

Zirakpur, Punjab 

Matrics Digital Signature 

Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

Bharat Designer 

Kaithal, Haryana  

Family Mart 

Patna, Bihar 

Chincholi Hospital 

Omerga, Maharashtra  

Sadguru Enterprises 

Bhalki, Karnataka 

ELI Health Solutions Pvt Ltd 

Indore, Madhya Pradesh 

Abhinav Tiles 

Bhawani mandi, Rajasthan 

Govt Polytechnic college 

Etah, Utter Pradesh  

Bodhi International School 

Ratlam, Madhya Pradesh 

Vidhya Sagar College                                    

Khategaon , Madhya pradesh 

Go Apptiv PVT LTD 

India 
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KPI  LTD 

India 

 

Our International Presence 

ILS Multi Center 

Addalaicheni-05, Shrilanka 

Dar El Oyoun 

Muscat, Oman 

Kuwait Protocol Gen Trad Co. 

Sharaq, Kuwait 

Zero Bookkeeping 

Shrilanka 

LNK Incorporation 

Africa 

Biobest Laboratory 

Cambodia 

First Light                                              Medley Tumaini 

Fiji            Kenya 

Alfurkan 

Oman 
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Key members 

Mr. Dileep Jain (Director) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Dileep Jain is the Main Owner and Founder of BESTIND TECH 

PRIVATE LIMITED. As profession he is an MBA Marketing professional 

with sound experience in the field of Information Technology, Education, 

Business Management. He has 25+ years of experience in Business 

Management/IT/Education Sector. He is as good as Mind of company. He has 

been working for BESTIND TECH PVT LTD endlessly to take it to the 

heights. He has vision of making easy and affordable tech platforms for all 

people around the world. 

 

Ms. Swarna Jain (Director) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Swarna Jain is the co-founder and CEO of BESTIND TECH PRIVATE 

LIMITED. As profession she is a Full Stack Developer with sound experience 

in web development, Desktop software development, Application development, 

Existing code optimization, payment gateway integration etc. She is as good as 

backbone of company; she is having around 12+ years of experience in field of 

development. She has a vision of taking BESTIND TECH PVT LTD to the list 

of top IT companies in India. She is known for on time project delivery with 

high quality code.  
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Key Team Members 

1. Marketing Department  

1. Mr Dileep Jain 

Marketing Head  

2. Ms. Saraswati Sharma  

Digital Marketing Executive 

3. Ms. Karuna Jain 

Digital Marketing Head 

2. Development Department 

1. Ms. Swarna Jain 

Development Head (Web/Mobile App/Windows)  

2. Mr. Anas Shaikh  

Web Developer 

3. Ms Kriti Jain 

Desktop Application Development Head 

4. Mr Basant  

Graphic Designer 

5. Mr. K Krishnakant 

Web Developer 

6. Ms. Shalini Jain 

Android Developer 
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3. Technical Support Department 

1.  Mr. Aagam Jain 

Server Administration Head 

2. Ms. Preeti Pathak  

Technical Support Executive 

3. Ms. Neelee Jain 

Software/ IT Consultant 
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OUR PRODUCTS 

1. GSTPRO 

A Stock/Inventory Management Software with job process and project 

management and Complete Billing and GST and All taxation Implemented. 

Which can be used for any kind of business including Super markets/ Medical 

Stores/Cement Pipes Industry. 

Its special features are report panel on website, WhatsApp messaging, it’s 3 

mobile application which are uploaded on play store on behalf of client. 
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    2. Vidyalaya Prabandhan 

     BESTIND Vidyalaya Prabandhan is a Complete School/College 

Management Software. It easily and elaborately manages your students’ Fees 

with all sorts of reports. Due Fees etc. The software helps an errorfree Exam 

Management (From Term Exam to Final Exam) with Report Card Printing to 

Marksheet generation.  

      It also helps to manage your teachers and other staff members. i.e. Their 

Attendance, Salary etc. It also helps to manage the Transport and its Fee. 

Management of Library has become hassle free. 
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3. Blue CRM 

    BESTIND Blue CRM can help keep track of business leads and contacts, to 

allow both sales and marketing team to personalize communication. By 

intelligently storing and managing your customers data, a CRM system 

increases lead volume, helping your marketing team find new customers faster. 

It supports your sales teams in closing more deals faster. It also enhances 

customer services. 

    BESTIND Blue CRM is a customized Customer Relationship Management 

Software where one can manage all their leads, Opportunities, Clients along 

with ongoing projects.  
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   4. Green HRM 

Go Green Human Resource Management is a recent research field that includes 

all aspects and practices of HRM that pursue the goal of environmental 

sustainability. The aim is to reconcile the goals of companies and society 

without compromising company goals. Green HRM has become an important 

applied field of research when it comes to developing businesses in an 

ecologically sustainable way.  

      It can manage all the Documents and Performance. Also have Multi level 

(Unlimited) Approval management system. 
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  5. Neo Clinic 

Neo Clinic is a modern Clinic Management Software which facilitates the 

doctors’ day to day management of patient. From Online Appointment to 

writing up Prescriptions, Neo Clinic makes it simpler and easier.  

   A medical practice management system is used to manage the patients, the 

appointments, the doctors' schedules, prescriptions, manage the inventory, etc. 

The software comes with complete accountancy. 
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6. Neo Path 

Neo path is integrated website and mobile application to manage the medical 

laboratories system, as it fulfils all the needs of medical laboratories from all 

their professional aspects, as it allows the users of the system the results of 

medical tests and facilitates communication and cooperation between laboratory 

employees and extracts all the required reports from the laboratory.   

   Sends all reports on WhatsApp and all the reports are available on patients 

login on the website.  
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7. Neo Radio 

Radio path is integrated website and mobile application to manage the 

Radiology centres system, as it fulfils all the needs of Radiology canters from 

all their professional aspects, as it allows the users of the system the results of 

medical tests and facilitates communication and cooperation between laboratory 

employees and extracts all the required reports from the laboratory.   

    Sends all reports on WhatsApp and all the reports are available on patients 

login on the website.  
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8. Neo Library 

BESTIND NEO LMS gives the freedom to the librarians to manage their library 

efficiently. It is very easy to manage books with their titles, ISBN, Accession 

Nos, Authors, Subjects, Publishers etc. It also prints the barcode of the books to 

search the books immediately and issue it. It calculates fine on the books. Books 

lost / Tear management is included. 

     Neo LMS comes with the frontend website to display all the available books. 

Students can search from the available books and can suggest for the new 

books. 
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9. Best Resto 

Best resto is complete restaurant management software which has user friendly 

order management system. It accelerates your table billing order. Customer can 

also book their table according to their preferences. 

    Best resto is help you to have cover over all chain outlets and helps to view 

kitchen and order status. 
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10. Lead Management 

BESTIND LMS gathers the leads from all your sources saved in the software. It 

is an essential program for the businesses to manage the leads coming from 

different websites or walk ins. Later those leads can be processed by calling or 

sending emails or messages. It also gives you the complete reports of status 

wise leads, source wise leads etc. 

     The software is useful for Big Business Houses, Universities, Colleges and 

other businesses. 
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11. Immigration CRM 

CRM solutions can help keep track of leads and enrolments of students going to 

abroad for study, to allow both Invoicing and application tracking and 

individual personalize communication. So, if a contact has wanted to move to a 

country for job/study or any other purpose, your sales, service, and marketing 

teams helps about it, allowing them to maintain and rebuild these important 

decisions and planning. By intelligently storing and managing your leads data. 

     A CRM system increases lead volume, helping your marketing team find 

new candidates faster.  

 


